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• This project advances the state of the art in coupled models for
simulating the physics and consequences of
hurricane/ocean/estuarine/watershed processes.
• The Northeast U.S. coast is selected as a testbed because it
experiences high-impact, but infrequent hurricanes with storm
characteristics that are different than hurricanes affecting the
Southeast and Gulf Coasts.
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• Our modeling approach seeks to understand the consequences of
the combined coastal and inland flooding that has not been
previously considered.
• Southern New England is especially vulnerable to inland flooding
since the rivers are relatively short. High river discharge resulting
from hurricane rain is more likely to coincide with the storm surge.
• Our team collaborates with URI colleagues to develop innovative
hazard impact modeling and visualization methods.
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Refining ADCIRC Mesh in
Southern New England
• The ADCIRC mesh has been highly refined in the Rhode Island
region in order to properly resolve the complicated coastal
geometry including narrow inlets, salt ponds and the presence of
the Fox Point Hurricane Barrier in Providence.

River Inflow Nodes
Hurricane Barrier

• The ADCIRC mesh
boundaries over land
have been reconfigured
to allow river inflows
from the major rivers
for combined inland
and coastal flood
modeling.
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Inland Flood Modeling in
Southern New England

Precipitation (inch)

Precipitation Runoff Modeling System (PRMS) hydrological model was implemented and
calibrated to simulate rainfall runoff to the Providence area in Woonasquatucket River Basin
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ADCIRC-SWAN Model
Improvements
• We have found that the present spatial resolution of the coupled
ADCIRC-SWAN system in deep waters is not sufficient to
accurately predict surface wave fields under small and/or fastmoving hurricanes.
• We have optimized the mesh of the coupled ADCIRC-SWAN
system in deep waters for more accurate predictions of incoming
surface waves during hurricane landfall.
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ADCIRC-SWAN Model
Improvements
We are improving the coupling of waves and storm surge models in
the ADCIRC-SWAN system to include a sea state dependent drag
coefficient in deep and shallow waters.

Drag coefficient in deep water (left) and in 10m depth (right) under a fast moving hurricane
(translation speed 10 m/s). Drag coefficient in shallow water is reduced in high winds but
enhanced by opposing swell in lower winds.
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Innovative infrastructure
impact modeling and
visualization methods
• We developed new methods for hazard impact analyses in ADCIRC in
which geographic points representing specific pieces of infrastructure are
indexed directly into ADCIRC computation nodes making inundation and
impact modeling and 3d visualization possible in real time.
• We have enlisted local emergency managers in the development of a
“concern thresholds database” to extend impact modeling to facilities for
which there are no existing damage functions (e.g., effects of communication
outages resulting from a wind-damaged cell tower).
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Hypothetical high impact
hurricane scenario for
Southern New England

Hurricane Rhody is a plausible hurricane scenario created to simulate the effect of a extreme impact
storm in Rhode Island. Track of Rhody has similarities with tracks of of historical storms that have
impacted the region. Surface wind is simulated using the URI hurricane boundary layer model.
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Investigating the effect of Fox
Point Hurricane Barrier during
extreme hurricanes
Heavy flooding in Providence during
Hurricane Carol spurred construction of
Fox Point Hurricane Barrier in the 1960th.
It has never
been tested
in extreme RI
Downtown,
Providence,
hurricanes.
Westminster and Dorrence Streets

August 31, 1954

Photo courtesy: Providence Journal
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Visualization of Rhody Storm Surge in Providence: First Landfall
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Effect of river
runoff on inland
flooding after
second Hurricane
Rhody landfall
•

Due to power outage
the hurricane barrier
may not be opened
after the first hurricane
landfall.

•

We investigated the
impact of heavy rainfall
during and after the
second hurricane
landfall on inland
flooding.

Moshassuck

Woonasquatucket

Hurricane Barrier
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Effect of river runoff after
second Rhody landfall
Lymansville Pond Dam (30425)

Vally Street (15315)

College Street (4373)

Point Street (up,1372) and Fox Point Hurricane
Barrier (down)

Glenbridge Avenue (24250)
Rising Sun Dam (15965)
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Flood map of maximum water level along the Woonasquatucket river after the second Rhody landfall (barrier is closed)
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Visualization of flooding in Providence after Second Rhody Landfall (Barrier closed)

FEMA Integrated Emergency
Management Course
June 19 – 22, 2017
•

Our team collaborated with NOAA’s
National Weather Service, DHS Office of
Cyber and Infrastructure Analysis, FEMA
Region 1, and Rhode Island Emergency
Management Agency to develop material
and support the FEMA Integrated
Emergency Management Course (IEMC)
conducted by the Emergency
Management Institute.

•

Attended by more than 160 participants
from Rhode Island municipalities, state
agencies, non-profit organizations and
FEMA Region 1.
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FEMA Integrated Emergency
Management Course
June 19 – 22, 2017
Meteorologist-in-Charge and Hurricane Program Leader
at NWS in Taunton, MA developed tropical storm
advisories and hazard graphics for the Hurricane Rhody
weather briefings.
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FEMA Integrated Emergency
Management Course
June 19 – 22, 2017
•

DHS Office of Cyber and Infrastructure Analysis, developed the impact analysis on
critical infrastructures using the Homeland Security Infrastructure Program (HSIP)
database.

•

FEMA 1, implemented the Hurricane Rhody scenario into HVX decision support
tool administered by FEMA .

•

FEMA EMI, integrated the hazard and infrastructure impact analysis into the IEMC
training material.

•

RIEMA, integrated impact analysis into decision making tools at the State
Emergency Operations Center and organized the training exercises.
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FEMA Integrated Emergency
Management Course
June 19 – 22, 2017

URI developed material for
three tabletop exercises.
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FEMA Integrated Emergency
Management Course
June 19 – 22, 2017

Culmination of IEMC was the functional
exercise in the State Emergency
Operations Center (EOC) and
4 municipal EOCs, which were
19
connected virtually.

FEMA Integrated Emergency
Management Course
June 19 – 22, 2017
•

The IEMC training exercise has allowed agencies to better understand the
consequences of extreme high-impact hurricanes and to better prepare coastal
communities for future risks.

•

Using the model-based scenarios the trainees were able to envision, practice and
respond to the potential impacts of hurricanes on critical infrastructure and
communities.

•

The catastrophic effects of rainfall of Hurricane Harvey serve as a stark reminder
that hurricanes may do damage through means that are not anticipated by the public
or emergency managers and that may be very different from previously experienced
storms.
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Modeling contaminated water
releases in coastal waters
using a 3d Ocean model
• Emergency managers and stakeholders express concerns that
facilities in the Providence Port industrial area may become
overwhelmed during extreme hurricane events and release
harmful pollutants into our coastal waters.
• To address these concerns we conducted numerical simulations
of contaminated water releases into the Narragansett Bay after
Hurricane Rhody landfall.
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Modeling of contaminated
water released after Hurricane
Rhody
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•

Valuable fishing
grounds

•

Chronically low
water quality
Greenwich Bay
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Modeling of contaminated water released after Hurricane Rhody
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Proposed Follow-on
Work
Expanding the URI Hurricane Boundary Layer model applications
•

HBL model will be extended to any location along the U.S. east coast. It will be run
on multiple processors to allow high-resolution simulations and runtime efficiency.

•

We will apply HBL model to recent high impact hurricanes such as Irma and
Harvey and will conduct evaluation against available observations.

•

At the end of the project, the HBL code will be transitioned to the ADCIRC realtime guidance system and DHS OCIA for the operational use.
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Proposed Follow-on
Work
Collaboration with CRC/UNC to advance ADCIRC-SWAN
•

The computational mesh will be modified to provide fine spatial resolution
along the Long Island, Connecticut, and Massachusetts coasts and extend the
mesh boundaries over land to allow river inflows from the major rivers for
combined inland and coastal flood modeling.

•

The computational mesh will be modified in deep waters for more accurate
predictions of incoming surface waves during hurricane landfall.

•

Coupling of waves and storm surge models will be completed to include a sea
state dependent drag coefficient, air-sea flux budgets, Coriolis-Stokes
interactions, and Stokes-vortex forces.
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Proposed Follow-on
Work
Collaboration with DHS/OCIA to advance infrastructure modeling at OCIA
•

Integration of rainfall-runoff hydrological modeling with ADCIRC projections
for storm surge flooding.

•

Comparison of the OCIA parametric wind field models with the URI boundary
layer model for electric power outage projections.

•

Developing dissemination mechanisms to make both OCIA and CRC modeling
and analysis available directly to users during events.
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Proposed Follow-on
Work
Expanding coupled inland and coastal flood modeling
• HEC-RAS and NuFlood models will be implemented to simulate inland flooding in
all major rivers and floodplains in Southern New England. The capability of the
NuFlood model will be tested and compared to the HEC-RAS 5.0 released in 2017.
• Combined coastal and inland flood scenario studies will be conducted to evaluate
the effects of the New Bedford and Stamford Hurricane Protection Barriers in storm
surge preventions. We will assess the risk of potential flooding caused by closing
hurricane barriers in the event of heavy rainfall by a hurricane similar to Hurricane
Harvey.
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Proposed Follow-on
Work
Developing modeling capabilities for contaminated water releases in coastal waters
• We will develop modeling capabilities for predicting the distribution of pollutants
in coastal waters in response to extreme weather events. For this effort we will
partner with the recently funded Rhode Island Consortium for Coastal Ecology
Assessment, Innovation, and Modeling (RI C-AIM), a 5-year (2018-2023), $22.8
million NSF Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research (EPSCoR)
program.
• The Narragansett Bay is selected as a testbed for developing models that can be
deployed in other coastal estuaries.
• These capabilities will have important applications to DHS end users for
developing strategies for post-storm recovery.
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